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Year 5 - Remote and Flexible Learning Program Week 7  

Welcome to Week 7 
  

Reminding all families that Monday 25th May is a Statewide curriculum day.  There 

will be no classes on site and there will be no work available on digital platforms 
on this day. 
  
All Year 3, Year 4, Year 5 and Year 6 students will be continuing with the Remote 

and Flexible learning from home up until the 9th of June. 

  
 
 

Suggested Daily Schedule 

8.30 – 9.30am Physical Activity  Play outside, go for a walk, play with your pet, ride your bike 

9.30 - 10.30am Academic time Select two literacy tasks from reading, writing or spelling activities listed.  

10.30- 11.00am  Break   
11-.00 12.00pm Academic time Select a Mathematics task from activities listed  

12.00- 1.00pm Creative time Select an Art activity or a home construction activity with your child’s favourite 
materials i.e. Lego, craft, music, instrument 

1.00- 1.30pm Lunch   
1.30 -2.30pm  Academic time Select an Inquiry or Indonesian task from activities listed  

2.30- 3.30pm Physical Activity Select a physical education activity or wellbeing activity.  
 

 

 

 

Week 7     Year Level 5   
Content 
Area  

Suggested Learning Activities  Resources Required 

Reading  Reconciliation Week Lesson One - Sorry Day 

Follow along with the story ‘Sorry Day’ 

1 - What does an apology mean to you? Write a list of words, thoughts or 

feelings that come to mind. 

2 - What is the message within this story? 

Sorry Day 

https://youtu.be/owPeo

qsfsSk 

Venn Diagram 

 
 
 
 
 

https://youtu.be/owPeoqsfsSk
https://youtu.be/owPeoqsfsSk
https://youtu.be/owPeoqsfsSk
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3 - In this book, two stories entwine. Which story do you connect with more 

and why? 

4 - If you had the chance to  ask someone from the stolen generation 3 

questions, what would they be? 

The Book is set in two different times, the past and the present. This is to 

create contrast and to emphasise the message in the story. Compare and 

contrast these two settings in the story from your own personal 

perspective using a Venn Diagram. 

Offline option: Novel Choice board 

 
Reconciliation Week Lesson Two - Apology 

Read through Kevin Rudd’s Apology Transcript and note down any specific 

words or sentences that stand out to you. 

Create a glossary containing any new and/or interesting vocabulary. 

 
Figurative Language - Hyperbole x 1 

Hyperbole is the language we use to exaggerate or emphasise a point or 

make something sound more dramatic i.e. I have enough food in the 

cupboard to feed an entire army. OR This is the worst book in the world! 

See if you can understand the literal meaning, finish the example, identify if 

it is hyperbole and even write your own examples. 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Kevin Rudd’s Apology 

Transcript 

 
 

Hyperbole worksheet 

 
 

Writing  Quick Writes x 1 

Get your ideas flowing with some Quick Writes. Use the picture prompts 

(and/or the sentence starters if you like).  

● Be creative 
● 30 sec / 1 min thinking 
● 5 minutes writing 
● 2 minutes edit 

Type or handwrite these. Continue them in free choice writing if you like. 

**Challenge can you write a different text type for each prompt? 

 
Figurative Language - Hyperbole x 1 

Hyperbole is the language we use to exaggerate or emphasise a point. Can 

you be creative and record A day full of Hyperbole in some journal style 

writing. Some examples are 7.30am Wake Up! I was so hungry I could eat a 

horse! 8.30am Logged onto Google Classroom, there was a mountain of 

work to be done! 

Quick Write Slides 
 

 
 
 
 
 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BDaLiFjfuV6oToPKgF6LOAQ7qClVDsfP4Aaee-geRcI/edit#
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1rM-i-A8uMhelCp4Mv_R5jQtHs6hP2lGlZqUTMyDo6HE/edit#slide=id.p
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Spelling x 1 

Discover suffixes! Students will watch a video explaining suffixes and then 

move onto some activities to illustrate their understanding. Choice 

activities include: suffix spelling test, suffix hunt, prefix and suffix dice roll, 

find a word or crossword. 

 
Maths 
 

Rich Task - Multiplication & Division 

Students will complete a  rich maths task focusing on Multiplication and 

Division. Students can complete this task either in their Maths book or on a 

Google Doc, beginning with the ‘STARTER’ activity,  moving on to 

‘CHALLENGER’ and then ‘EXTENDER’ if able. These activities are designed to 

be progressively more challenging. 

 
Mathletics - Assigned tasks:  

Students will be assigned tasks relating to multiplication and division. These 

tasks are aimed to build the students’ fluency when working with 

multiplication and division. Once all set tasks have been completed, 

students can engage in live Mathletics (choose appropriate level). 

 
Multiplication Tasks:  

The Starter - Multiplication Grid task needs to be ‘Turned In’. 

You have been given three multiplication tasks to work on. The ‘Starter’ is a 

multiplication grid focused on building your fluency with your times tables. 

The ‘Challenger’ and ‘Extender’ contain multiplication worded problems for 

you to solve, use your problem solving strategies when exploring these 

questions. 

 
Mental Maths 

Students to complete Week 7 Mental Maths questions from Mon-Thur, 

completing one of the four challenges each day eg. on Monday - complete 

Monday’s questions.... The book which individual students have been 

allocated is aligned with the teacher that they worked with throughout our 

Place Value unit in Term One, not necessarily their homeroom teacher. 

Some students have discussed moving books with their teachers and if 

Rich Task - 

Multiplication and 

Division 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

https://www.mathletic

s.com/au/ 

 
 
 
 
 
3 sheets needed: 

Starter - Multiplication 

Grid 

Challenger -  

4 by 1 

Extender - 

2 by 2 

 
 
Aligned book for 

individual students 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

https://www.mathletics.com/au/
https://www.mathletics.com/au/
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others are finding the questions too easy/difficult they too, can move to a 

different book to find the correct level. This however, needs to be 

communicated with their teacher during their 1:1 conference. 

 
Inquiry - 
Science 

Task 1- States of Matter. Shaving Cream & Oobleck Investigation 

Follow the experiment outline on the activity page and investigate whether 

everything is a solid, liquid or a gas. 

 
Task 2- SciencRubric  

Complete new task from the Scientific Rubric. 

 

Shaving Cream 
experiment - Activity 
Page 
 
 
Science Rubric 

Inquiry - 
Well Being 

Wellbeing Choice Board 

Students are to choose an activity from the Well-being choice board, reflecting 

on this task in their Online Wellbeing Diary or in a hard copy diary. 

 
Respectful Relationships - What is Gratitude? 

Students to explore what gratitude is and research why it is important to practice 

gratitude. 

They then  reflect on 5 things they are grateful for in their lives. It might be specific 

to their experiences through remote learning or in general life. They create a 

collage of their top five in their Inquiry books or the google slide template 

provided. 

 

Wellbeing choice 

board. 

Wellbeing diary 

 
 

Physical 
Activity 

Hi Grade 5! 

Mr Ross here.  Having been planning the Foundation to Grade 2 PE lessons, I  am 

now really looking forward to setting you some activities to complete over  the 

next couple of weeks. 

This week we will be focusing on a range of ball handling activities and skills 

(catching, throwing etc.) involving the use of a small ball (e.g. tennis ball, 

newspaper balls etc.) 

VIDEO SUPPORT- There will be a video on Google classroom where you will see 

Mr Ross explaining and demonstrating each activity. 

Before we get started with the ball skills, it’s important that we warm up starting 

with: 

Warm up- RUN AND TOUCH  

Small ball/s e.g. tennis 

ball, newspaper ball 

  

Target e.g t-shirt hung on 

fence, coat hanger made 

into a circle, bin, chalk 

target on wall etc. 

  

Wall, fence or item to 

rebound ball off 
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1. Decide on your starting point (e.g. doormat placed on the ground, ball 
etc.) outside in the yard 

2.   Pick out 4 objects to run and touch. Best they are all in view of your 
starting point  For example- run and touch the clothesline, back fence, dog 
kennel and a door before racing back to the starting point. Decide on and 
name the items before you start.  

3. Note how long it took to touch the 4 items and get back to 
  your starting point? 

4. Objects can be touched in any order.  Think of the order that will allow 
you to do it the quickest and try and beat your time.  Challenge someone 
else (brother, sister, mum or dad) or try and beat your best time. 

5.  Try the challenge again but make the movement hopping, jumping or 
skipping or add some actions  such as hug a tree, high 5 the wall 5 times, 
run around the pole 3 times etc. 

 
Warm up-  BALL HANDLING 

Let’s continue with some ball handling warm ups and challenges.  

1.     Pass the ball around different parts of your body- 

·         Your waist 

·         Your knees 

·         Your head 

·         Your ankles 

·         Around your 1 leg while balancing 

·         Change the direction of your circles 

·        Can you do a figure 8 between your legs? 

2.         Toss the ball into the air, catching it with two hands, just the right 

hand, just the left hand.  Tossing and catching from hand to hand 

3.         Bouncing and catching from left hand to right hand and vice versa 

4.         Extra challenges- 

· Toss, clap and then catch?  How many claps can you do before 

catching 

· Toss clap behind back, under legs etc. and then catch 

· Toss under one leg and catch 

· Toss behind back and catch 

  

  

ACTIVITY 1:  Rebound ball (underhand and overhand throwing and catching) 

Find an area (e.g. wall, fence) that you can throw the ball against so it rebounds 

and can be caught.  Now try: 

20 cent coin and flat table 
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1. Throwing the ball underarm and catch it with two hands off the rebound. 

How many can you do in 30 seconds?  Try and bet you score 

2. Throwing the ball and catching it one handed (with your preferred / 

strongest hand.  How many can you do in a row and or 30 seconds.  Try 

and beat your score 

3. Throwing the ball with your right hand and catching with your left hand 

then back from your left hand to your right hand.  How many can you do 

in a row 

4. Throwing and catching with your non preferred / weaker hand.  How 

many in a row and/or in 30 seconds 

5. Try # 1 and 2 above using an overhand throw 

  

ACTIVITY 2: Target Throw 

1.         You will need a target to throw at. This could be a target marked on a wall, 

a household object- bin, washing basket. 

2.         Using an overarm throw, aim to hit the target 

3.        You could try: 

-          Counting your successful throws from 5 attempts 

-          Playing against another player and seeing who is first to 5 

-          Taking a step back each time you hit the target 

-          Making the target bigger or smaller to increase or decrease the challenge. 

 

 

Activity 3:  Shrink and Grow 

1.          You will need a partner for this activity 

2.          Stand 5-10 metres apart from your partner and overarm throw the ball 

to each other. 

3.          The first time the ball is dropped, that person must kneel on a knee. If 

the ball is dropped a second time, they kneel on both knees. If the ball is 

dropped a third time, they crouch. If the ball is dropped a fourth time, they 

sit. 

4.          If still standing after 10 throws, the students move back a step each and 

continue the game 
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Variations 

• This can be played in reverse (ie students start sitting or lying and when the ball is 

caught, they progressively rise). 

 
ACTIVITY 4: Step Back 

· This can be done with a partner or by yourself against a wall 

· Take two big steps back from your partner or the wall 

· Toss the ball to your partner or against the wall and count how many you 

can do in a row.  What is your record? 

Let’s do step back! 

· This time: Each time you catch three in a row against the wall or with your 

partner take a small step backwards (only one-partner step back).  If you 

(or your partner) drop the ball, take a small step forward. 

 
ACTIVITY 5: Classic Catches 

Works best when played with a partner 

1. Partner 1 throws the ball up and performs a particular catch. (e.g. Toss, 

clap twice and catch) 

2. Partner 2 must then try and repeat the same catch.  If successful they then 

make up another slightly different and possibly harder catch (eg throw, 

clap under each leg and catch). 

3. Partner 1 repeats the last catch then makes up one slightly harder. 

4. Partners continue until a catch cannot be made and then start again. 

  

Variation: 

-       Using the word DONKEY, if a player drops the ball they receive a letter. 

E.g. first drop = D, 2nd drop = O.  If a player spells the word DONKEY the 

other player is the winner. 

-       If you don’t have a partner, set you own catching challenges that you try 

and repeat. 

  

ACTIVITY 6:  Tee Off! 

1. Students design their own golf style hole using household objects to create 

a tee off (starting point), golf hole and even hazards some e.g. water hazard 

etc. 

2. They try to throw the ball into the golf hole in as few throws as possible. 
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3. The tee-off must be a full force overhand throw and the ‘putt’must be an 

underarm throw. 

4. How many shots (throws) did it take to get the ball in the hole?  Can you 

beat that score and/or play against someone else 

5. Can you change your hole and play again or even make other holes to play. 

 

OPTIONAL (Indoor game) 

ACTIVITY 7:  Coin Rugby 

-       Great activity that can be played indoors.  All you need is a 20 cent coin and a 

table. 

-       Watch the YouTube clip explaining the game: https://youtu.be/itXP3UvbB2A 
 

Indonesian  Activity 1: 

 
Choose your Indonesian signature dish! 

 
-Do your own research to find an Indonesian dish you would like to attempt 

cooking for your Indonesian restaurant. This website has some classic Indonesian 

dishes with recipes. 

 
http://www.indofoodstore.com/top-50-indonesian-dishes-and-recipes.aspx 

 
What are the ingredients? 

 
Where do you think you would buy these ingredients? 

 
Supermarket? Watch this family shopping at the supermarket. 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GuuehliSAyw  

 
Or would you get them from a traditional market. 

 

-Indonesian recipe website 

http://www.indofoodstore

.com/top-50-indonesian-di

shes-and-recipes.aspx 

 
-Shopping at a 

supermarket 

https://www.youtube.com

/watch?v=GuuehliSAyw  

 
 -Indonesian traditional 

market video. 

 
https://www.youtube.co

m/watch?v=iwKwu9mnW

dQ 

 
-Google Form (also on 

Google Classroom) 

 
 
 
 
 

https://youtu.be/itXP3UvbB2A
https://youtu.be/itXP3UvbB2A
http://www.indofoodstore.com/top-50-indonesian-dishes-and-recipes.aspx
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GuuehliSAyw
http://www.indofoodstore.com/top-50-indonesian-dishes-and-recipes.aspx
http://www.indofoodstore.com/top-50-indonesian-dishes-and-recipes.aspx
http://www.indofoodstore.com/top-50-indonesian-dishes-and-recipes.aspx
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GuuehliSAyw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GuuehliSAyw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iwKwu9mnWdQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iwKwu9mnWdQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iwKwu9mnWdQ
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iwKwu9mnWdQ 

 
Activity 2: 

Fill in the Google Form with the information needed to cook your chosen dish. 

 
https://forms.gle/AkL3xmKR4pboefsD8 

 
Look at the Indonesian Google Classroom.  

 
OPTIONAL Super Challenge: 

 
Lots of people in Indonesia follow the religion of Islam. The biggest celebration of 

the year for Muslim people is Eid Al Fitr, which this year falls this weekend! (May 

23 and 24). Everyone goes home and celebrates with their families so the roads are 

usually very busy, like at Christmas time in Australia. 

Watch this mini-movie on Google Classroom and notice what it might be like to 

celebrate Idul Fitri in the village. 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SCsAFMDPZ4I 

 
Because of COVID-19 this year,  Incdonesian people have been asked to not return 

to their family to celebrate Idul Fitri. How would you feel in this situation? 

https://forms.gle/AkL3xm

KR4pboefsD8 

 
-Video on Idul Fitri 

celebration 

https://www.youtube.co

m/watch?v=SCsAFMDPZ4I 

 
 

Art Year 5 

Artist Study  

Romero Britto  
Read the information below about Romero Britto and have a go at creating a 
picture in the style he used. 

You could follow the steps below to draw a cat or you might write your name in a 
bold, colorful way or try any topic you like. 

Romero Britto was born in 1963 in Brazil. As a young boy he drew on any scrap of 
newspaper or cardboard he could find. 

He drew happy, colourful things and continues to do so today. 

Romero Britto’s style has been described as full of warmth and hope. 

He uses bright colours and playful themes. 

Romero Britto’s work combines the styles of Cubism and Pop Art. 

Cubism is art that is made out of cubes and geometric shapes. 

Pop Art is art that is based on simple, bold images of everyday items painted in 
bright colours. 

 

Materials: 

textas, pencils, crayons, 

paints or whatever you 

have available. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iwKwu9mnWdQ
https://forms.gle/AkL3xmKR4pboefsD8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SCsAFMDPZ4I
https://forms.gle/AkL3xmKR4pboefsD8
https://forms.gle/AkL3xmKR4pboefsD8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SCsAFMDPZ4I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SCsAFMDPZ4I
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Optional 
websites 
sites that 
can be 
accessed 
to support 
learning 

● Twinkl- Setting this up is really easy to do - go to www.twinkl.co.uk/offer  and 
enter the code AUSTRCODE (30 day free trial ) 

● Reading https://www.storylineonline.net/ Great website for students to listen 
to and read well known picture story books 

● Reading https://www.getepic.com/ Website, over 40,000 books, students can 
search by interest and age and they earn points and badges depending on how 
many books they read. Teacher’s need to set up their own account and add 
students in. Teachers can also set up collections, e.g. a collection of books 
purely about celebrations. Teacher’s already have the App on their Ipads. 

● Spelling - Teach Your Monster to Read. Free app (need to download from App 
Store). There is no assessment so students begin at learning satpin. Could be 
suggested for parents of at risk students. 

● Study Ladder 
https://www.studyladder.com.au/account/teacher?t=teacher&r=#create-acco

 

 
 
 
 
 

http://www.twinkl.co.uk/offer
https://www.storylineonline.net/
https://www.getepic.com/
https://www.studyladder.com.au/account/teacher?t=teacher&r=#create-account
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unt Free 24 hr access for teachers, free unlimited student access from school, 
Free limited student access from home, Printable and online resources, 
individual task allocation. Teachers will need to set up classes. 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

https://www.studyladder.com.au/account/teacher?t=teacher&r=#create-account

